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We present revised reference values for cell volumes and lattice energies for the widely used X23 benchmark set of molecular crystals by including the effect of thermal expansion. For this purpose, thermally-expanded structures were calculated via the quasi-harmonic approximation utilizing three dispersion-inclusive density-functional approximations. Experimental unit-cell volumes were back-corrected for thermal and zero-point energy effects, allowing now a direct comparison with lattice relaxations based on electronic energies. For the derivation of reference lattice energies, we utilized harmonic vibrational contributions averaged over four density-functional approximations. In addition, the new reference values also take the change in electronic and vibrational energy due to thermal expansion into account. This is accomplished by either utilizing experimentally determined cell volumes and heat capacities, or by relying on the quasi-harmonic approximation. The new X23b reference values obtained this way will enable a more accurate benchmark for the performance of computational methods for molecular crystals.

Introduction

Computational and theoretical chemistry has come a long way: whereas physics already became more and more of theoretical nature with the advent of quantum mechanics at the beginning of the last century, chemistry has undergone an increased transformation towards theory only within the last twenty to thirty years. The methods regularly used are classical ab initio methods, starting from a Hartree–Fock reference function, density functional theory (DFT), or semi-empirical methods which serve as an approximation to either one of the two families of methods.

Post-Hartree–Fock methods are nowadays able to predict properties of molecular systems up to virtually any desired accuracy by systematically improving the correlation treatment together with the wave function representation. Unfortunately, the computational time required by these methods scales conventionally with \( n \) to the power of five or higher – with \( n \) being the number of electrons. However, there are many recent efforts to make methods such as coupled cluster with single, double, and perturbative triple excitations [CCSD(T)] inherently linear scaling. 3–9 Still, important features such as analytical gradients for geometry optimizations are not yet available for these linear scaling methods. This implies that, even with computers getting much faster, we cannot calculate the properties of much larger systems.

For DFT methods, it is much easier to achieve inherent near-linear scaling. 10–18 However, at this point there is a consensus that for DFT, while formally exact, an exact universal functional will not be available. This implies that the possibility for systematically improving DFT is missing, and convergence towards the highest accuracy can never be achieved. Finally, semi-empirical 17,18 and density-functional tight-binding 19 methods, which are even faster than DFT, are parameter dependent, have a smaller range of applicability, and are usually less accurate.

The situation is further complicated by the fact that for “periodic lattice problems”, post-Hartree–Fock methods are still under development 20–23 and the computation with the so-called “gold standard” of quantum chemistry, CCSD(T), is not possible. Thus, until today, only DFT is commonly applied to predict solid-state properties of periodic systems such as molecular crystals. This directly implies that there is a lack of highly accurate reference values for periodic systems. Thus, for now such data has to be taken from experiment rather than computed with higher-level methods, introducing numerous deviations which can be found when comparing an experiment at finite temperature to an idealised model system within a computational model.

One of the main applications of the computational modelling of molecular crystals is organic crystal structure prediction. Therein, the goal is to predict the crystal-packing arrangement...
occurring in crystallization experiments solely based on the structural formula of the involved chemical unit. This is primarily achieved by calculating a thermodynamic stability ranking of a vast number of different possible structures. Many molecular crystals can crystallise in more than one crystal-packing arrangement or polymorph and their stabilities typically differ by only very few kJ mol\(^{-1}\).\(^{24}\) Therefore, very accurate relative polymorph stabilities would be needed in order to confidently describe polymeric systems. The success of crystal-structure-prediction methods in predicting the correct polymorph structure of a molecular crystal among the thermodynamically most-stable structures was evaluated in several blind tests organized by the Cambridge Crystallographic Data Centre.\(^{25–30}\) However, these blind tests do not provide a direct benchmark for the accuracy of lattice energies.

Currently, the most used benchmark set for lattice energies, which compiles a diverse set of experimentally well determined molecular crystals, is the so-called X23 dataset of Reilly and Tkatchenko.\(^{31}\) It extended upon the C21 set of Otero-de-la-Roza molecular crystals, is the so-called X23 dataset of Reilly and which compiles a diverse set of experimentally well determined values are experimentally measured sublimation enthalpies, which have been back-corrected for thermal vibrations—allowing a direct benchmark of static lattice energies. The vibrational contributions in ref. 31 were obtained by using the harmonic approximation, which allows a computationally affordable determination of vibrational (free) energies using electronic structure methods but ignores all anharmonic effects.

However, the unit cell of molecular crystals expands with increasing temperature and several properties are highly volume dependent.\(^{33}\) Vibrational contributions in the harmonic approximation are calculated at the minimum of the electronic energy. Hence, the used structures do not include any temperature effects, not even volumetric changes due to zero-point motion at a temperature of 0 K. The thermal expansion of a periodic system can be estimated via the so-called quasi-harmonic approximation (QHA), which has been recently used by several groups to study molecular crystals (including the original C21 publication).\(^{32–44}\)

As new methods and density functionals are often developed by especially comparing to the X23 set of molecular crystals, improved reference values are direly needed going beyond the harmonic approximation for both lattice energies as well as cell volumes, even if they have been determined at low temperatures. In this contribution, we will address the effect of thermal expansion by utilizing dispersion-inclusive density functional theory.

First, we present new reference values for unit-cell volumes, which have been back-corrected for thermal expansion and zero-point vibrational effects in order to allow a direct benchmark of optimized structures at the minimum of the electronic energy. Second, we also present new reference values for lattice energies with harmonic vibrational contributions averaged over several density functional approximations, which minimizes the bias towards a certain density functional. Furthermore, we also discuss the effect of expansion on the lattice energies.

### Computational methods

#### Calculation of crystal structures

**Lattice relaxations.** We performed full lattice and geometry relaxations for all molecular crystals within the X23 benchmark set\(^{33}\) utilizing three commonly used density-functional approximations at the generalized-gradient level: PBE,\(^{45}\) BLYP,\(^{46,47}\) and RPBE.\(^{48}\) The atom-pairwise D3 dispersion correction of Grimme\(^{49}\)—utilising the Becke-Johnson damping function\(^{50–54}\)—was applied throughout and the resulting methods are denoted as PBE+D3, BLYP+D3, and RPBE+D3.

All calculations were performed using the Vienna Ab Initio Simulation Package\(^{55–58}\) (VASP, version 5.4.1) in a similar manner as reported in our earlier publications.\(^{59,60}\) In all cases, the hard projector augmented-wave pseudopotentials\(^{61,62}\) were used along an energy cut-off of 1000 eV. The convergence criteria for the periodic structure relaxation correspond to \(10^{-5}\) eV for the energy and to \(5 \times 10^{-3}\) eV Å\(^{-1}\) for the gradient. All optimizations were carried out using the so-called “standard” \(k\)-point grid defined in ref. 60. These fully relaxed structures are referred to as \(V_{el}\), indicating that the unit-cell volume corresponds to the minimum of the electronic energy.

**Quasi-harmonic thermal expansion.** Next, we included the effect of volumetric expansion due to zero-point and thermal effects in our description of molecular crystal structures via
the QHA. Therein, vibrations of a particular geometry are still described in a harmonic fashion, but several different unit-cell volumes \( V \) are considered. The resulting Gibbs free energy \( G(T,p) \) at a temperature \( T \) and a pressure \( p \) is given by

\[
G(T,p) = \min_{V} [E_{el}(V) + F_{vib}(T, V) + pV],
\]

with \( E_{el}(V) \) being the electronic energy at a certain unit-cell volume, which includes also the nuclear repulsion term. The vibrational free energy \( F_{vib}(T, V) \) is derived from the standard harmonic oscillator vibrational partition function as obtained from statistical thermodynamics:

\[
F_{vib}(T, V) = \frac{1}{q_{\text{total}}} \sum_{q} \sum_{i} \left[ \frac{\hbar \omega_{q,i}(V)}{2} + k_{B}T \ln \left( 1 - \exp \left( \frac{-\hbar \omega_{q,i}(V)}{k_{B}T} \right) \right) \right],
\]

with \( q_{\text{total}} \) being the total number of \( q \)-points used, \( N \) the number of atoms in the unit cell, \( k_{B} \) the Boltzmann constant, \( \hbar \) the reduced Planck constant, while \( \omega_{q,i} \) describes the harmonic vibrational frequency of mode \( i \) at \( q \)-point \( q \).

One way of obtaining the temperature corresponding to a certain thermal pressure is the usage of a Murnaghan equation-of-state (EOS) fit,\(^{63}\) as discussed in ref. 33. This requires the calculation of at least four vibrational free energies for different unit-cell volumes.

However, at zero temperature and by neglecting zero-point-energy effects, \( G(T,p) \) can easily be minimised by applying an external hydrostatic pressure during the cell relaxation. Throughout, we are investigating molecular crystals at ambient pressure. This makes the effect of the \( pvT \) term on the unit-cell volumes negligible. Relaxations under an external pressure can be utilised to efficiently mimic thermal (vibrational) effects.\(^{32}\) The so-called thermal pressure \( p_{th} \) related to the effect of \( F_{vib} \) at a temperature \( T \) can be calculated according to

\[
p_{th} = -\frac{dF_{vib}(T, V)}{dV}.
\]

The thermal expansion of the unit cell can then be modelled via a cell relaxation under a negative hydrostatic pressure of \(-p_{th}\). The thermal pressure \( p_{th} \) was evaluated through numerical differentiation of \( F_{vib} \) vs. volume at the respective temperature of the experimental crystal-structure determination for all three density functional approximations. For this purpose, \( F_{vib} \) was calculated for unit cells, which were isotropically expanded and shrunk in terms of volume by 5% compared to their \( V_{el} \) and subsequently relaxed in terms of atomic positions. The respective thermal pressure was then obtained via a central finite difference and subsequently used for a lattice relaxation under an external pressure. Note that this approach requires only two vibrational free energy calculations for every system and allows for an anisotropic volumetric expansion. These relaxations lead to thermally expanded unit cells corresponding to the experimental structure determinations (between 2 K and 295 K) and these unit-cell volumes are referred to as \( V_{QHA} \). Whenever available, low-temperature crystal-structure determinations with X-ray or neutron diffraction were used as experimental reference with volume \( V_{exp} \)(see Table S1 in the ESI\(^{†}\) for more details). Since we prefer not to alter the X23 dataset, we have always used the same polymorph as described in ref. 31. Note that a lower-temperature polymorph than the one used herein exists for \( s \)-triazine\(^{64}\) below 198 K under ambient pressure. In addition, a small lambda-type phase transition at 96 K was observed for pyrazine,\(^{65}\) suggesting a possible low-temperature polymorph. The new reference cell volumes corresponding to the electronic energy surface \( V_{el}^{\text{ref}} \) were then obtained via

\[
V_{el}^{\text{ref}} = V_{el}^{\exp} - \Delta V_{QHA}^{\text{QHA}},
\]

with \( \Delta V_{QHA} \) being the average of \( V_{QHA}^{\text{QHA}} - V_{el} \) over all three used density functionals.

All periodic harmonic vibrational free energies were calculated via the finite displacement approach utilizing Phonopy.\(^{66}\) These calculations were performed by using supercells with minimal lengths larger than 12 Å, finite displacements of 0.01 Å, and a \( 1 \times 1 \times 1 \) grid. In contrast to geometry optimizations, these energy calculations were converged to \( 10^{-6} \) eV; all other VASP settings remain the same. The vibrational free energies were then evaluated within Phonopy using a \( 8 \times 8 \times 8 \) grid. At the \( T \)-point, no actual imaginary modes were present and the magnitude of the three acoustic modes was always smaller than 3 cm\(^{-1}\), and for every system except acetic acid even smaller than 1 cm\(^{-1}\). For all optimizations under an external hydrostatic pressure \(-p_{th}\), gradients were converged to \( 2.5 \times 10^{-3} \) eV Å\(^{-1}\).

For PBE+D3 we have also explored the role of different numerical differentiation procedures (see Table S2, ESI\(^{†}\)) and super cell sizes (see Table S3, ESI\(^{†}\)) on the obtained thermal pressure values. The resulting thermal pressure differences are not significant—leading in the worst case to a modification of the cell volume by only 0.5% compared to our standard approach. In addition, we have also calculated the unit cells corresponding to a temperature of 0 K with PBE+D3 by taking into account zero-point vibrational energies.

Since we want to discuss sublimation enthalpies at mostly room temperature later on, we have also calculated with PBE+D3 high-temperature unit cells \( V_{el} \) via the QHA with volumes \( V_{el}^{QHA} \) corresponding to a temperature of 298 K in most cases. For the systems for which a solid phase at 298 K at ambient pressure does not exist, the temperature of the corresponding melting point/triple point\(^{67-70}\) was used (see Table S1, ESI\(^{†}\)); in the case of carbon dioxide, the used temperature corresponds to the sublimation enthalpy measurement\(^{71}\) at the highest available temperature (207 K), since no local minimum can be found at larger thermal pressures.

**Experimental unit-cell volumes.** Moreover, high-temperature unit cells corresponding to experimentally determined values \( V_{el}^{exp} \) were obtained via constrained-volume optimizations by using PBE+D3 (see Table S1, ESI\(^{†}\)). For the three systems without an available high-temperature experimental volume, \( V_{el}^{exp} \) was approximated by

\[
V_{el}^{exp} = V_{el}^{QHA} + V_{el}^{QHA} - V_{el}^{QHA}.
\]
This way, we rely on the available experimental low-temperature structure and add our calculated thermal expansion between $T_i$ and 298 K according to the QHA.

Calculation of sublimation enthalpies

**Harmonic approximation.** The enthalpy of sublimation ($\Delta H_{\text{sub}}$) is defined as the enthalpy difference between the gaseous molecule ($H_{\text{gas}}$) and the crystal ($H_{\text{cr}}$), divided by the number of molecules per unit cell, $n$:

$$\Delta H_{\text{sub}} = \frac{H_{\text{gas}} - H_{\text{cr}}}{n}$$

(6)

Note that the sublimation enthalpy does not contain any entropic effects. The absolute enthalpy of a molecule ($H_{\text{gas}}$) was calculated under the ideal gas approximation as the sum of its electronic energy ($E_{\text{el, g}}$) and respective terms corresponding to its translational, rotational, and vibrational degrees of freedom ($E_{\text{vib, g}}$), as well as a $pV$ term:

$$H_{\text{gas}} = E_{\text{el, g}} + \frac{3}{2}RT + \frac{3}{2}RT + E_{\text{vib, g}} + RT$$

(7)

For non-linear molecules the translational and rotational contribution amounts to only $(3/2)RT$, with $R$ being the gas constant. For linear molecules (like carbon dioxide) the rotational contribution amounts to only $RT$ within the ideal gas approximation, $pV = RT$. The vibrational internal energy $E_{\text{vib, g}}$ was calculated according to

$$E_{\text{vib, g}} = \sum_{i=1}^{m} \left[ \frac{\hbar \omega_i}{2} + \frac{\hbar \omega_i}{\exp(\frac{\hbar \omega_i}{k_B T}) - 1} \right],$$

(8)

with $m = 3N - 6$ and $m = 3N - 5$ for non-linear and linear molecules, respectively.

The enthalpy of the crystal $H_{\text{cr}}$ consists of three terms: the electronic energy $E_{\text{el, cr}}$, the vibrational internal energy $E_{\text{vib, cr}}$ and a $pV$ term:

$$H_{\text{cr}} = E_{\text{el, cr}} + E_{\text{vib, cr}} + pV$$

(9)

The $pV$ term under standard conditions contributes only less than 0.05 kJ mol$^{-1}$ to the crystal enthalpy $H_{\text{cr}}$ of any of the studied crystals and was therefore neglected. The vibrational energy contribution of a periodic system $E_{\text{vib, cr}}$ is calculated according to:

$$E_{\text{vib, cr}} = \frac{1}{q_{\text{total}}} \sum_{q} \sum_{i}^{3N} \left[ \frac{\hbar \omega_{q,i}}{2} + \frac{\hbar \omega_{q,i}}{\exp(\frac{\hbar \omega_{q,i}}{k_B T}) - 1} \right],$$

(10)

with $q_{\text{total}}$ being the total number of $q$-points $q$. The difference between the vibrational internal energy of a gas-phase molecule and a crystal (normalized per molecule) at a given temperature corresponds to

$$\Delta E_{\text{vib}} = E_{\text{vib, g}} - \frac{E_{\text{vib, cr}}}{n}.$$  

(11)

Therefore, the sublimation enthalpy $\Delta H_{\text{sub}}$ can now be calculated according to

$$\Delta H_{\text{sub}} = \left( E_{\text{el, g}} - \frac{E_{\text{el, cr}}}{n} \right) + \Delta E_{\text{vib}} + 4RT$$

(12)

where $E_{\text{el, cr}}$ stands for the lattice energy of a crystal. In this definition $E_{\text{el, cr}}$ is positive and refers to the energy needed for the infinite separation of molecules. Note that for the linear molecule carbon dioxide the last term amounts here and in subsequent equations to $3.5RT$.

We have calculated the sublimation enthalpies of all X3 systems with PBE+D3, BLYP+D3, and RPBE+D3 at temperatures $T_h^{\text{calc}}$ (mostly 298 K, see Table S1, ESI†) using the respective fully optimized structures (at $V_e$). The periodic vibrational internal energies were calculated using Phonopy as described above. All molecular DFT calculations were performed in an empty periodic box of 17 Å in each dimension using VASP. The gas phase molecular structure was in most cases obtained by optimizing the molecular structure of the crystalline phase. However, in the case of oxalic acid we used a conformation with an intramolecular hydrogen bond, since this is significantly more stable than any conformation without a hydrogen bond. For succinic acid, we used a gauche conformer corresponding to conformer I in ref. 72. The molecular vibrational modes were calculated directly using VASP.

Based on the harmonic vibrational energies obtained this way, we have derived new reference values for lattice energies ($E_{\text{ref, HA}}^{\text{calc}}$) according to

$$E_{\text{ref, HA}}^{\text{calc}} = \Delta H_{\text{sub}}^{\text{calc}} - (\Delta E_{\text{vib}}^{\text{calc}} + 4RT),$$

(13)

where $\Delta E_{\text{vib}}^{\text{calc}}$ is the average over $\Delta E_{\text{vib}}$ calculated with PBE+D3, BLYP+D3, RPBE+D3, and the PBE+TS$^{73}$ values from ref. 31. For all systems with $T_h^{\text{calc}} < 298$ K, the average was only calculated using the three DFT+D3 approaches. The term $\Delta H_{\text{sub}}^{\text{calc}}$ denotes the experimental sublimation enthalpy.

For systems with $T_h^{\text{calc}} = 298$ K, we used the $\Delta H_{\text{sub}}^{\text{calc}}$ values listed in ref. 31 except for naphthalene$^{74}$ and cytosine.$^{75}$ For the five systems where $T_h^{\text{calc}} < 298$ K, the $\Delta E_{\text{vib}}^{\text{calc}}$ values were obtained as follows: for ammonia, carbon dioxide, and formamide we used the experimental value closest to $T_h^{\text{calc}}$ listed in ref. 76; for benzene we used the average of experimental values in ref. 76 within 5 K of $T_h^{\text{calc}}$; for acetic acid we extrapolated both values listed in ref. 76 to 290 K via eqn (3) therein using the experimentally determined heat capacity from ref. 77. Adamantane shows at 208 K a phase transition from the here considered tetragonal polymorph to a cubic polymorph, which is accounted for by adding the enthalpy of the phase transformation (3.2 kJ mol$^{-1}$) to $\Delta H_{\text{sub}}^{\text{calc}}$.\n
**Quasi-harmonic approximation.** Furthermore, we investigated the effect of thermal expansion on the published lattice energies of the X3 systems by calculating the vibrational energies with PBE+D3 at $T_h^{\text{calc}}$ using the respective thermally expanded structures at $V_e^{\text{QHA}}$. Subsequently, we have compared the results with the ones obtained at $V_e$; the lattice energy difference is expressed
as $\Delta E_{\text{QHA}}^{\text{latt}}$, while the difference in vibrational energies is labelled $\Delta \Delta E_{\text{QHA}}^{\text{vib}}$. The total effect of the QHA is captured by $\Delta \Delta E_{\text{QHA}}^{\text{tot}}$, which is the sum of the two terms described above. This allows us to derive another set of reference lattice energies $E_{\text{latt}}^{\text{ref, QHA}}$, which back-corrects also for thermal expansion effects on the quasi-harmonic level:

$$E_{\text{latt}}^{\text{ref, QHA}} = E_{\text{latt}}^{\text{ref, HA}} - \Delta E_{\text{latt}}^{\text{QHA}} - \Delta \Delta E_{\text{vib}}^{\text{QHA}} = \Delta E_{\text{latt}}^{\text{QHA}} - \Delta \Delta E_{\text{sub}}^{\text{QHA}}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (14)

**Experimental volumes and heat capacities.** Finally, we have created another set of reference lattice energies by taking additional experimental measurements into account. For this purpose, we have calculated lattice energies and vibrational energies at $T_h^{\text{calc}}$ with PBE+D3 using the respective optimized structures at $V_h^{\text{exp}}$, which correspond (in most cases) to experimentally measured cell volumes at or close to $T_h^{\text{calc}}$ (see Table S1, ESI†). Furthermore, we also utilize (whenever available) experimentally measured heat capacities in a similar fashion as described by Reilly and Tkatchenko\textsuperscript{31} (see Table S1, ESI†). The vibrational internal energy of the crystal $E_{\text{vib,cr}}$ can also be expressed as

$$E_{\text{vib,cr}} = EZPE + \int_0^T C_p dT,$$  \hspace{1cm} (15)

where $EZPE$ describes the zero-point energy and $C_p$ describes the heat capacity at constant pressure. Whenever experimental $C_p$ values were available for the entire needed temperature range, $E_{\text{vib,cr}}$ was obtained via PBE+D3 zero-point energies at $V_h^{\text{exp}}$ and the numeric integration over experimental $C_p$ values. In cases for which these experimental values were not available below 15 K or for temperatures close to $T_h^{\text{calc}}$, we used quasi-harmonic PBE+D3 results for the missing temperature range, while experimental values were used for the remainder (see Table S1, ESI†). The quasi-harmonic $C_p$ values\textsuperscript{79} were obtained via

$$C_p = -\frac{\partial^2 G}{\partial T^2},$$  \hspace{1cm} (16)

utilizing an EOS fit within phonopy. For the EOS fit, we used the available PBE+D3 free energies calculated at $V_h$, $V_h^{\text{QHA}}$, and at the isotropically expanded/shrunk cell volumes $0.9 V_h$, $0.95 V_h$, and $1.05 V_h$. Since the QHA significantly overestimates the thermal expansion of carbon dioxide at higher temperatures (see below), the corresponding $C_p$ values were approximated by simply adding $R$ to the harmonic heat capacity at constant volume $C_V (V_h^{\exp})$, which corresponds to the ideal gas approximation. $C_V$ can be obtained via

$$C_V = \frac{1}{q_{\text{total}}} \sum_q \sum_j \sum_i k_B \left( \frac{\hbar \omega_{ij}}{k_B T} \right)^2 \exp \left[ \frac{\hbar \omega_{ij}}{k_B T} \right] \left[ \exp \left( \frac{\hbar \omega_{ij}}{k_B T} \right) - 1 \right].$$  \hspace{1cm} (17)

For oxalic acid $\beta$ and pyrazole, no experimental heat capacities could be found and, therefore, quasi-harmonic $C_p$ values were used for the entire temperature range.

The resulting reference energies $E_{\text{latt}}^{\text{ref,exp}}$ were then obtained via

$$E_{\text{latt}}^{\text{ref,exp}} = E_{\text{latt}}^{\text{ref, HA}} - \Delta E_{\text{latt}}^{\text{QHA}} - \Delta \Delta E_{\text{vib}}^{\text{QHA}} = E_{\text{latt}}^{\text{ref, QHA}} - \Delta \Delta E_{\text{sub}}^{\text{QHA}}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (18)

where the definition of the energy terms is analogous to that in eqn (14).

**Results and discussion**

**Cell volumes**

We start by investigating the volumetric expansion of all molecular crystals within the X23 data set\textsuperscript{31} when anharmonic effects are considered within the quasi-harmonic approximation (QHA). Therefore, we have first calculated the respective thermal pressures $p_{\text{th}}$ using PBE+D3, BLYP+D3, and RPBE+D3 (see Table 1). The used temperatures $T_h$ correspond to the temperatures of the experimental crystal-structure determinations, preferably at low temperatures (see Table S1, ESI†).

The PBE+D3 and RPBE+D3 values are very similar, with a mean absolute relative deviation (MARD) of 7% and a maximum deviation of 24% (cyanamide). In contrast, BLYP+D3 yields significantly different thermal pressures than PBE+D3 with a MARD of 46%. For oxalic acid $\beta$ and succinic acid, the BLYP+D3 thermal pressure is twice as large as the corresponding PBE+D3 value in both cases.

Our obtained thermal pressures are similar to the ones obtained by Otero-de-la-Roza and Johnson,\textsuperscript{32} although the latter are often smaller. However, a direct comparison of thermal pressures obtained with different methods does not provide significant insight since the resulting thermal expansion highly depends on the potential energy surface corresponding to the utilized method. For instance, as discussed below, BLYP+D3 yields significantly larger thermal pressures than PBE+D3, but very similar changes in cell volumes. Therefore, thermal pressure differences between density functionals are to be expected and cell volume changes are in fact the more important quantity for comparisons.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>$T_h$ (K)</th>
<th>PBE+D3</th>
<th>BLYP+D3</th>
<th>RPBE+D3</th>
<th>Ref. 32</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1,4-Cyclohexanediocene</td>
<td>133</td>
<td>0.439</td>
<td>0.569</td>
<td>0.427</td>
<td>0.275</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acetic acid</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>0.197</td>
<td>0.302</td>
<td>0.211</td>
<td>0.201</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adamantane</td>
<td>188</td>
<td>0.536</td>
<td>0.728</td>
<td>0.507</td>
<td>0.343</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ammonia</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.402</td>
<td>0.443</td>
<td>0.384</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anthracene</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0.235</td>
<td>0.386</td>
<td>0.252</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benzene</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.235</td>
<td>0.370</td>
<td>0.262</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carbon dioxide</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.190</td>
<td>0.260</td>
<td>0.159</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyanamide</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>0.151</td>
<td>0.279</td>
<td>0.187</td>
<td>0.095</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cytosine</td>
<td>295</td>
<td>0.487</td>
<td>0.667</td>
<td>0.476</td>
<td>0.294</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethyl carbamate</td>
<td>168</td>
<td>0.412</td>
<td>0.523</td>
<td>0.395</td>
<td>0.331</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Formamide</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>0.324</td>
<td>0.436</td>
<td>0.319</td>
<td>0.137</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hexamine</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.310</td>
<td>0.462</td>
<td>0.317</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imidazole</td>
<td>123</td>
<td>0.191</td>
<td>0.354</td>
<td>0.185</td>
<td>0.267</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naphthalene</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.236</td>
<td>0.382</td>
<td>0.254</td>
<td>0.215</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oxalic acid $\gamma$</td>
<td>295</td>
<td>0.628</td>
<td>0.753</td>
<td>0.601</td>
<td>0.496</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oxalic acid $\beta$</td>
<td>295</td>
<td>0.285</td>
<td>0.570</td>
<td>0.321</td>
<td>0.510</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pyrazine</td>
<td>184</td>
<td>0.472</td>
<td>0.594</td>
<td>0.461</td>
<td>0.252</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pyrazole</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>0.268</td>
<td>0.373</td>
<td>0.283</td>
<td>0.316</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s-Triazine</td>
<td>295</td>
<td>0.740</td>
<td>0.878</td>
<td>0.738</td>
<td>0.531</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s-Trioxane</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>0.426</td>
<td>0.549</td>
<td>0.397</td>
<td>0.661</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Succinic acid</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>0.184</td>
<td>0.386</td>
<td>0.201</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uracil</td>
<td>295</td>
<td>0.388</td>
<td>0.480</td>
<td>0.439</td>
<td>0.398</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urea</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.374</td>
<td>0.461</td>
<td>0.389</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
All thermal pressures in Table 1 approximate vibrational-free energy effects at the minimum of the electronic energy \( V_{el} \) and have been obtained in a cost-effective way via central finite differences using two unit cells with volumes of 0.95\( V_{el} \) and 1.05\( V_{el} \), respectively. For PBE+D3 we have also investigated other schemes for determining the thermal pressure based on central, backward, and forward finite differences (see Table S2, ESI†).

From the ESI†, it can be seen that the central difference approach already yields accurate results since the addition of another two data points does not change the corresponding thermal pressure. Backward differences yield similar data in many cases and on average the thermal pressures are about 2% smaller.

For pyrazole and s-triazine, we have also calculated the thermal pressures at 1.05\( V_{el} \) utilizing central differences, resulting in slightly smaller thermal pressures compared to those listed in Table 1. For pyrazole, this thermal pressure difference leads to a modification of the unit-cell volume of 0.4%. While that modification is small, this approach might be more exact since we can expect a volumetric expansion of about 5% on average (see below).

In addition, we have also investigated the usage of larger supercells modifying the derived thermal pressures (see Table S3, ESI†). On average, the obtained thermal pressures change by 2.5% and the observed maximal difference was found to be 9% for uracil—leading to an alteration of the unit-cell volume by only 0.5%. Using larger supercells changes the vibrational free energy by only 0.1 \( \text{kJ mol}^{-1} \) on average and the largest observed difference amounts to 0.4 \( \text{kJ mol}^{-1} \) for cytosine. Therefore, our standard supercells provide sufficiently accurate results.

Furthermore, we have also validated the quality of the used thermal-pressure optimization by comparing with EOS fits. The comparison was performed for all systems with \( T_l \) other than room temperature utilizing the available PBE+D3 phonon calculations at \( V_{el} \), \( V_{QHA} \), and the isotropically expanded/shrunk cell volumes of 0.9\( V_{el} \), 0.95\( V_{el} \), and 1.05\( V_{el} \). The average difference in the resulting unit-cell volumes between the thermal pressure and EOS approaches amounts to only 0.3%, with a mean absolute difference of 0.4%, while all differences are smaller than 0.8%.

Note that the deviation between thermal pressure optimizations and EOS fits will likely increase with temperature since our derived constant thermal pressure corresponds to \( V_{el} \). Therefore, evaluating the thermal pressure close to the expected thermally-expanded volume should provide better results at high temperatures.

Next, we discuss the resulting volumetric expansions of the unit cells. This expansion includes thermal effects as well as zero-point energy effects. Fig. 2 shows the obtained expansions in % for all three density-functional approximations and the blue dashed line indicates the average expansion from 2 K to 295 K.

The numeric data compared to several literature values is available in Table S4 (ESI†). All resulting cell volumes are listed in Tables S5 and S6 (ESI†) contains all cell parameters for PBE+D3-optimised structures at \( V_{el} \) and \( V_{QHA} \). The RPBE+D3 result for pyrazole was omitted in Fig. 2 and in the discussion later on due to an unrealistically large volumetric expansion of 27%. Based on all shown data points, the average expansion amounts to about 5%, while a linear fit (blue line) suggests that the expansion due to zero-point fluctuations amounts to about 3.6% and that thermal effects lead additionally to a percentage expansion of 0.01\( T \). The volumetric expansion due to zero-point effects (at 0 K) was explicitly calculated with PBE+D3, leading to an average expansion of 2.4%.

It can be seen in Fig. 2 that PBE+D3 and BLYP+D3 yield very similar values for the volumetric expansion despite their differences in \( p_{th} \), while RPBE+D3 yields significantly larger values.

Moreover, we have compared our results with force-field data (FIT, W99rev6311P5) from Nyman et al.80 (see Table S4, ESI†). Unfortunately, the force-field results are quite scattered; several values are smaller than our DFT data, while some are significantly larger. In addition, the FIT force field yields even an unphysical negative volumetric expansion for cyramide, suggesting that force fields might not be robust enough to properly deal with certain molecular crystals. Furthermore, our calculated values (especially PBE+D3 and BLYP+D3) agree very well with post-Hartree–Fock data from ref. 42 (acetic acid, carbon dioxide, imidazole).

Based on the obtained volumetric expansions corresponding to a temperature \( T_l \), we can now provide a back-correction for experimental unit-cell volumes. The resulting reference values can then be directly compared with lattice relaxations minimising the electronic energy. Since the QHA works best at low temperatures due to minimal anharmonic effects, low-temperature experimental volumes were used when available. The average expansion of all three methods is used for the back-correction in order to minimize the influence of a single density functional. Note that a similar back-correction was presented for X23 in ref. 60 using the force-field data from Nyman et al.80
Table 2 displays the final new electronic reference values $V_{\text{el}}^\text{ref}$. It can be seen that the values of $V_{\text{el}}^\text{ref}$ are on average 5% smaller than the experimentally determined volumes. Since our back-correction utilizes the average over three methods, we also supply an uncertainty for the new reference values, which amounts to the maximal difference from the average value in both directions. On average, this uncertainty in the unit-cell volume amounts to about 1.5%. Note that these uncertainties do not include the experimental error. Since the deviation of available experimental unit-cell volumes for the X23 set corresponding to the same temperature is typically below 1%, we expect the experimental error to be less than our average calculated error of 1.5% for X23. For some other molecular crystals, the spread of experimentally determined cell volumes can be much larger. This is for instance illustrated in ref. 44 for paracetamol (acetaminophen).

Given the large effect of the back-correction, these new reference values should serve as new reference for benchmarking volumes obtained via minimization of electronic energies rather than the experimentally obtained cell volumes.

**Lattice energies**

After discussing cell volumes, we can turn to the calculation of new reference values for lattice energies. Refilly and Tkatchenko have back-corrected experimental sublimation enthalpies by removing vibrational contributions calculated with PBE+TS in the harmonic approximation. In addition, they have provided so-called semi-anharmonic values for some systems by utilizing experimental heat capacities.

First, we discuss and compare our corresponding harmonic values calculated at $E_v$. Table 3 shows our $\Delta E_{\text{vib}} + 4RT$ contributions obtained with PBE+D3, BLYP+D3, and RPBE+D3 as well as the PBE+TS results from ref. 31. Since the experimental sublimation enthalpies are typically extrapolated to the standard temperature 298 K, we have evaluated the $\Delta E_{\text{vib}} + 4RT$ contributions in most cases at this temperature. However, for systems which do not exist in a solid form at 298 K, we have reduced the temperature (see $T_h^{\text{calc}}$ in Table 4). For completeness, vibrational contributions at 298 K for structures with $T_h^{\text{calc}} < 298$ K are available in Table S7 (ESI).

For our DFT+D3 vibrational contributions (Table 3), we observe the following general trend: PBE+D3 < RPBE+D3 < BLYP+D3. The mean absolute deviation (MAD) of PBE+D3, BLYP+D3, and RPBE+D3 compared to the harmonic PBE+TS values amounts to 1.3, 0.8, and 0.9 kJ mol$^{-1}$, respectively. Interestingly, PBE+D3 deviates the most from the PBE+TS results. All four methods show a good agreement with an average energy interval of 1.7 kJ mol$^{-1}$. The worst agreement is found for adamantane, for which the maximal difference between the discussed methods amounts to 3.4 kJ mol$^{-1}$—originating from the difference between the D3 and the Tkatchenko-Scheffler (TS) dispersion models.

Vibrational contributions turned out to be less pronounced for the small and rigid systems (e.g., carbon dioxide, cyanamide and two oxalic acids polymorphs), for which the conformational difference of a molecule between the gas-phase and the solid state is negligible. On the contrary, larger, conformationally flexible, and mostly nitrogen-containing systems are prone to large vibrational contributions (e.g., ammonia, urea, formamide, hexamine) on account of a different degree of planarization of...
nitrogen atoms in the crystal compared to that in the gas phase. Based on the average of the PBE+TS, PBE-D3, BLYP-D3, and RPBE+D3 results ($\Delta E_{\text{calc}}^{\text{sub}} + 4RT$), we derive new harmonic reference values for lattice energies ($E_{\text{calc}, \text{HA}}^{\text{sub}}$), which are listed in Table 5. Using the average over four methods should minimize the bias of the reference values towards a single density functional. The MAD between the $\Delta E_{\text{calc}}^{\text{sub}}$ terms and the harmonic PBE+TS results from Ref. 31 amounts to 0.5 kJ mol$^{-1}$, with a maximum difference of 1.3 kJ mol$^{-1}$ (oxalic acid $\alpha$).

As estimated uncertainty $\Delta_{\text{max}}$ for our calculated reference values, we utilize the maximal difference between a specific method and the average $\Delta E_{\text{calc}}^{\text{sub}}$. Note that this error estimation does not include any error of the underlying experimental reference data. Estimating the experimental error of sublimation enthalpies is a non-trivial task. Here, we would have to rely on the differences between very few reported experimental values.

Concerning the systems in the X23 set, Roux et al.74 have analysed the experimental measurements for aromatic hydrocarbons and estimate the error in their recommended sublimation enthalpy to be 0.2, 0.3, and 1.3 kJ mol$^{-1}$ for benzene, naphthalene, and anthracene, respectively. Emelyanenko et al.75 have estimated the error for cytosine to be 2.0 kJ mol$^{-1}$. As worst-case scenario, for 1,4-cyclohexanediene and adamantane, the maximum deviation between two experiments is 9 and 10 kJ mol$^{-1}$, respectively. As the average of the experimentally available data is typically used as reference, we can assume that the error in the experimental sublimation enthalpies can become as large as 5 kJ mol$^{-1}$ in certain cases.

The effect of thermal expansion is completely neglected in the harmonic approximation. Therefore, we also investigate the importance of anharmonic effects for the reference values of lattice energies. We have obtained thermally expanded unit cells corresponding to $T_h^{\text{calc}}$ via the QHA using PBE-D3. This allows us to determine the change in lattice energy upon thermal expansion ($\Delta E_{\text{latt}}^{T_h}$) and the corresponding modification of the vibrational energy ($\Delta E_{\text{vib}}^{T_h}$). Both terms are listed in Table S8 (ESI†) and are aggregated to $\Delta E_{\text{calc}}^{\text{sub}}$ (see Table 4), which describes the total effect of including thermal expansion into the description of sublimation enthalpies. Based on eqn (14), we have derived a second set of reference values ($E_{\text{latt}, \text{QHA}}^{\text{sub}}$), which is shown in Table 5. It can be seen that accounting for thermal expansion within the QHA leads to an average modification of reference values by only 1.6 kJ mol$^{-1}$. In comparison, the average of all $\Delta E_{\text{calc}} + 4RT$ terms amounts to 6 kJ mol$^{-1}$. This implies that the corrections for the sublimation enthalpies ($\Delta E_{\text{calc}} + 4RT + \Delta E_{\text{latt}}^{\text{QHA}}$) are in all cases closer to the semi-anharmonic values of Reilly and Tkatchenko15 compared to $\Delta E_{\text{calc}} + 4RT$.

Furthermore, in order to evaluate the quality of the used QHA, we derive a third set of reference values ($E_{\text{latt}, \text{QHA}}^{\text{sub}}$) by utilizing experimental unit-cell volumes and experimental heat capacities when available (see Table S1, ESI†). The corresponding contribution to the harmonic values is labelled $\Delta E_{\text{calc}}^{\text{sub}}$ (see Table 4) and the resulting reference lattice energies are given in Table 5. It can be seen that the $\Delta E_{\text{latt}}^{\text{QHA}}$ and $\Delta E_{\text{calc}}^{\text{sub}}$ values are in most cases in good agreement having a MAD of only 1.0 kJ mol$^{-1}$. We observe no systematic differences, as the mean deviation is only 0.1 kJ mol$^{-1}$. The deviations exceed 2 kJ mol$^{-1}$ for carbon dioxide, hexamine, and imidazole. In the first two cases, these differences originate mainly from the large $\Delta E_{\text{latt}}^{\text{QHA}}$ contributions, suggesting that the QHA significantly
overestimates the thermal expansion at $T_h^{\text{calc}}$ in these cases. Indeed, for carbon dioxide the QHA leads at 207 K to a thermal expansion (without zero-point energy effects) of 21%, while the experimentally observed thermal expansion between 6 and 205 K amounts to only 9%. Due to this overestimation of the thermal expansion, we believe that the $E_{\text{lat}}^{\text{ref,exp}}$ reference energies provide a more consistent picture than the $E_{\text{lat}}^{\text{ref,QHA}}$ values. Therefore, we recommend using the $E_{\text{lat}}^{\text{ref,exp}}$ reference values, the second last column in Table 5, as new X23b lattice- energy benchmark values. Nevertheless, the QHA is able to yield accurate results in many cases and allows the efficient account for thermal expansion even for large molecular crystals.

Note that we have utilized atom-pairwise dispersion models throughout this paper. As dispersion interactions are not strictly pairwise additive, many-body dispersion interactions can become important for some systems, especially when large and flexible molecules are involved. Such interactions can be captured by the many-body dispersion (MBD) model. The X23 set, however, involves mainly small and rigid molecules and only small differences between the D3 and MBD dispersion models have been reported.

Fig. 3 summarizes the sublimation enthalpy back-corrections of our new X23b ($E_{\text{lat}}^{\text{ref,exp}}$) reference values compared to the original C21 and X23 values. For C21, we observe a MAD of 2.8 and a maximal deviation of 6.2 kJ mol$^{-1}$, respectively, compared to the new X23b. Our values agree much better with the X23 reference values (including some anharmonic estimates) with a MAD of 1.4 kJ mol$^{-1}$ and a maximum deviation of 3.5 kJ mol$^{-1}$. We note that while the new X23b lattice-energy benchmark values are on average rather similar to previous reference data, the maximum deviations are large enough to be of importance for certain systems.

Conclusions

We have derived new reference values of cell volumes and lattice energies for the X23 set of molecular crystals by back-correcting the respective experimental cell volumes and sublimation enthalpies for vibrational contributions. For this purpose, the quasi-harmonic approximation (QHA) was utilized in order to model the thermal expansion of the considered molecular crystals. Based on the average expansion described by three different dispersion-inclusive density functional approximations (PBE+D3, BLYP+D3, and RPBE+D3), we have created a new reference data set for unit-cell volumes, which can be directly compared to lattice relaxations minimizing the electronic energy. This back-correction is crucial and rather large, since it decreased the reference volumes on average by 5% compared to low-temperature experimental values due to zero-point and thermal effects. It has been found that PBE+D3 and BLYP+D3 typically provide a better description of the thermal volumetric expansion compared to high-level estimates than RPBE+D3. Our description of thermal-expansion effects is also more uniform than those typically obtained with empirical force fields.

In the second part, we have focused on the back-correction of sublimation enthalpies for vibrational contributions. First, we have provided a harmonic correction like the one presented by Reilly and Tkatchenko. However, the presented harmonic back-correction herein amounts in all but five cases to the average of our PBE+D3, BLYP+D3, and RPBE+D3 results and the PBE+TS values obtained by Reilly and Tkatchenko. Since we are averaging over three distinct density-functional approximations and two dispersion models (in case of PBE), the resulting reference data is less biased towards the method employed. Furthermore, we have included the change in electronic and vibrational energy due to thermal expansion in our back-correction. In one case, we relied entirely on the QHA, while another back-correction was performed by utilizing experimentally obtained unit-cell volumes and heat capacities. In many cases, these two approaches lead to very similar results, but for a few systems we observe differences exceeding 2 kJ mol$^{-1}$, which is mainly due to the overestimation of the thermal expansion by the QHA at larger temperatures.

The average effect of thermal expansion for sublimation enthalpies amounts to 1.6 kJ mol$^{-1}$ and is therefore less pronounced than for the unit-cell volumes reported. However, these effects could still be crucial for molecular crystals with complex polymorphic energy landscapes. Note that sublimation enthalpies—in contrast to free energies—do not include entropic effects. Vibrational free energies are mainly determined by low-frequency vibrations, which in turn are modified by the thermal expansion of a crystal. Therefore, the effect of thermal expansion is likely more pronounced for Helmholtz free energies. Moreover, accounting for thermal expansion can be crucial for several properties, for instance low-frequency vibrational spectra or elastic constants.

Since our back-corrections involve the average over several density-functional approximations, we have estimated an uncertainty of our reference values based on the maximal observed
difference from the average. However, the overall accuracy of our new reference data depends on the accuracy of the underlying experimental measurements and used theoretical approximations. For some systems, the error in the underlying experimental sublimation enthalpies can be as large as 5 kJ mol$^{-1}$ and more accurate experimental data would be desirable. Nevertheless, our new revised X23b reference values constitute a consistent high-level estimate and will further enable a more consistent benchmark and development of computational methods for molecular crystals.
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